To detect and evaluate the similarities between the threedimensional (3D) structures of two molecules, various kinds of methods have been proposed for the pairwise structure alignment problem [6, 9, 7, 11] . The problem plays important roles when studying the function and the evolution of biological molecules. Recently, pairwise structure alignment methods have been extended and applied on surface pocket structures [10, 3, 5] and interaction interface structures [8, 4] . The results show that, even when there are no global similarities discovered between the global sequences and the global structures, biological molecules or complexes could share similar functions because of well conserved pockets and interfaces. Thus, pairwise pocket and interface structure alignments are promising to unveil such shared functions that cannot be discovered by the well-studied global sequence and global structure alignments.
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Our PROSTA structure alignment methods have two critical advantages comparing to existing structure alignment methods. First, our methods are completely sequence order independent, which is critical to the success of pairwise pocket and interface structure alignments. This is achieved by introducing contact groups that are not limited to backbone fragments, and by employing a maximum weighted bipartite matching solver from the beginning of the alignment process. In addition, our methods incorporate similarities of sequentially and structurally remote residues that potentially model the topology of the global structure. Comparing to existing methods that focus on local structure or whole sequence similarities, topological similarities are more reliable to find near-optimal structure alignments in the initial alignment state. As a result, a significant number of similar pockets and interfaces are newly discovered, and literatures also support that similar functions are shared between biological complexes in our cases studies.
The PROSTA web-server and source codes are publicly available at "http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/prosta/". 
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